Using Technology to Foster Collaboration in Education

Webcast Chat Log

Recorded webcast available [here](#).

06:13 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
Slide can be accessed here: [http://bitly.com/19cs8sI](http://bitly.com/19cs8sI)

06:28 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
White Paper: [http://bitly.com/1CMUnWx](http://bitly.com/1CMUnWx)

09:58 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
If you are just joining us, please add your questions here and we will get to them after the presentation.

10:18 to: Cali Morrison (WCET)
I'm using #wcetcollab on twitter, if you want to join the convo there

13:24 to: Jaimie Henthorn 1

13:34 to: Cali Morrison (WCET)
The Voice of the Graduate Report [http://bitly.com/1CMUnWx](http://bitly.com/1CMUnWx)

14:07 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
We will have a few more polls, to participate look for the dropdown box with the "a".

14:48 to: Cali Morrison (WCET)

15:49 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
Slides can be accessed here: [http://bitly.com/19cs8sI](http://bitly.com/19cs8sI)

16:01 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
White Paper: [http://bitly.com/1CMUnWx](http://bitly.com/1CMUnWx)
16:42 to: Mollie McGill, WCET
   Alan, what type of industries/employers were polled in these studies? A general breakdown, e.g. service industry, manufacturing, etc.

17:07 to: WSU - Rebecca Van de Vord, Global Campus
   Are these stats for higher ed or K12?

20:09 to: Megan Raymond, WCET
   Jennie will bring in the higher ed perspective to bridge the data with her presentation.

21:20 to: David Porter (@sfu.ca)
   Not teaching collaborative skills, providing experiential environments that allow exercise of collaborative skills.

22:57 to: eric jones - central community college
   At a time of measuring skill achievement. how do you measure that is collaborative situations

26:39 to: Anne Derryberry
   Eric, I'm going to come back to your question after we hear from Jennie.

27:05 to: David Porter (@sfu.ca)
   Thanks Alan. Great data.

28:27 to: Alan Greenberg
   Thanks all, and Jaimie, thanks for that article. will take a look! good point from the headline, said this MA in English lit!

41:38 to: David Porter (@sfu.ca)
   Collaboration has always been a valuable skill - not just a so-called "21st Century" skill.

41:53 to: Pari Bhatt - Univ of Mississippi
   Can you share a few examples of collaborative activities you recommend instructors implement, especially in the higher ed environment in say a hybrid/online class? Some of the undergrad courses have close to 250 students.

42:51 to: David Porter (@sfu.ca)
   Thanks Anne.

44:49 to: David Porter (@sfu.ca)
   Flipped classrooms are real examples of a collaborative emphasis in lecture settings.

44:51 to: David Porter (@sfu.ca)
Thank you both!

You are welcome, Pari :)

How about community-based problem based learning that bring together students from various disciplines, as real-world collaboration?

I'm collaborating

The chat will be saved and I will send it out along with a link to the archived recording.

:) 

Some suggestions for higher ed collaborations could be: crowd sourced wikis built by students for students around class topics, students collaborating on creating infographics based on ordered or unordered data...

APSU - Absolutely!! Plus all the resources available from Google.

Open pedagogies, open practices and exemplars of sharing in community-based problem-focused settings are the emergent relevant, real-world, responsive approaches to practice that are all based on collaboration.